
 

 

 

 

 

DATE:  July 31, 2023 

 

MEMO TO:  Jessica Vealitzek, Chair 

   Operations Committee 

 

Gina Roberts, Chair 

   Finance Committee 

 

FROM:  John E. Nelson  

   Chief Operations Officer  

 

 

DISCUSSION OF:  Green Fleet Policy.  

 

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS SUPPORTED: Leadership; Conservation 

 

FINANCIAL DATA:   No financial impact at this time. 

 

BACKGROUND:  The Green Fleet Policy was adopted by the Board in October 2007 and last 

revised in September 2009. The purpose of this policy is to assist staff in managing the energy used 

in the operation of its motor vehicle fleet and to reduce the District's greenhouse gas emissions 

where practical. 

 

At the June 5, 2023 Joint Committee Meeting, Commissioners requested that the Green Fleet Policy 

be presented to the Commissioners for review and discussion, including a discussion of possible 

amendments.  The policy provides that, annually, staff shall make a report to the Finance, 

Administrative and Revenue Facilities Committee.  That Standing Committee no longer exists and, 

under the Board Rules, if a Standing Committee is eliminated, the Executive Director determines 

which other Standing Committee will exercise the eliminated Committee’s functions.  Since 2017, 

the Green Fleet Report has been presented directly to the Operations Committee.  Therefore, staff 

believes that the Operations Committee is an appropriate place to begin a discussion of the policy.   

 

REVIEW BY OTHERS:  Director of Finance, Manager of Board Operations, and Corporate 

Counsel. 



LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVES 
www.LCFPD.ORG 

DATE: September 3, 2009 

MEMO TO: Stevenson Mountsier, Chair 

Preservation, Restoration. EdncJtion and Recreation 

Finance, Administrative & Education Committee 

FROM: Michael G. Tully 
Director of Operations and Public Safety 

SUBJECT: Green Fleet Policy 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Ordinance revising the Lake County Forest Preserves Green 
Fleet Policy. 

BACKGROUND: The Board adopted the District's Green Fleet Policy in October, 2007. The 
pillJlose of this policy is to assist staff in managing the energy used in the operation of its motor 
vehicle fleet and to reduce the District's greenhouse gas emissions where practical. Primarily, the 
recommended revisions to the policy add language directing staff to rotate vehicles 
interdepartmentally when appropriate to manage the lifecycles and to reduce the overall size of the 
District fleet whenever practical. The revisions also include some streamlining of procedures and 
minor language changes. 

REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION: Committee and Board approval is required to revise 
District policy. 

REVIEW BY OTHERS: Executive Director, Deputy Executive Director 

FINANCIAL DATA: . There is no immediate financial impact in adopting the policy. 

PRESENTER: Michael G. Tully 



STATE OF ILLINOIS) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF LAKE ) 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT 

REGULAR NOVEMBER MEETING 
NOVEMBER 10, 2009 

MADAM PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: 

Your Finance, Administrative and Revenue Facilities Committee present herewith an 
"Ordinance Revising the Lake County Forest Preserves Green Fleet Policy", and requests its 
adoption. 

Respectfully submitted: 

APPROVED: 

F NANCE, ADMINIST TIVE AND REVENUE FACILITIES COMMITTEE 

Yea Nay 

~ 
"7 

v..., 0 0 
Stevenson Mountsie , Chai 

0 0 
David Stolman, Vice-Chair 

~O 

.~~,------,---",!--",t:L_ ~ 0 

~.6.4~ 
Ann Maine 

Yea Nay 

D_ O 

g/O 



STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF LAKE ) 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT 

REGULAR SEPTEMBER MEETING 
SEPTEMBER 8, 2009 

MADAM PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS: 

Your FINANCE, ADMINISTRATIVE AND REVENUE FACILITIES COMMITTEE presents 
herewith an "Ordinance Revising the Lake County Forest Preserves Green Fleet Policy" and 
requests its adoption. 

INISTRA JYE AND REVENUE 
MMIT~ Yea Nay 

=-~~~~~~~~~~~~ D 
Stev ,nson Mount ier, 

\ 

=-~~ __ ~~~~ ______ D D 
David Stolman, Vice-Chair 

~~~~~~ __________ D D 
Ann Flanigan Bassi 

~ __ ~ ________________ D D 
Steve Carlson 

~~~~______________D D 
Angelo Kyle 

~~~________________D D 
Ann Maine 

~~~________________D D 
Audrey Nixon 



LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT 
LAKE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

ORDINANCE REVISING 
GREEN FLEET POLICY 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 5 of the Downstate Forest Preserve District Act, the Lake 
County Forest Preserve District ("District") has the power to protect and preserve the forests, lands, 
flora, fauna, and scenic beauties within the District, 70 ILCS 805/5; and 

WHEREAS, the District owns and operates a fleet of vehicles to provide public services (the 
"Fleet") and 

WHEREAS, the District recognizes that the Fleet's energy use results in greenhouse gas 
emissions, all of which may adversely affect the forests, lands, flora, fauna, and scenic beauties 
within the District, and 

WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the District to revise a policy that promotes the 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from, and improve the energy efficiency of, its Fleet, and 
therefore protect and preserve the forests, lands, flora, fauna, and scenic beauties within the District, 
in the form attached hereto (the "Policy"); and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 8 ofthe Downstate Forest Preserve District Act, the 
District has the authority to pass and enforce necessary tules and regulations, such as the Policy, for 
conducting the District's business, 70 ILCS 805/8; 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED by the Board of Commissioners of the Lake 
County Forest Preserve District, Lake County, Illinois, THAT: 

Section 1: Recitals. The recitals set fOlih above are incorporated as pmi of this 
Ordinance by this reference. 

Section 2: Approval of Policy. The Policy is hereby approved. The Executive Director 
of the District, or his or her designee, shall execute and administer the Policy. 

Section 3: Effective Date. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and 
after its passage and approval in the manner provided by law. 

PASSED this I ~ day of Y{~ 2009. 

AYES: / c; 
NAYS: f}-

APPROVED this -L.;:"'-.CJ __ day of 7[ ~ 2009. 

- ~. :,~ t3:w--

ATTEST: 

~711'~ 
Corinne McMahon, Secretm'y 

~homson Cmier, President 
Lake County Forest Preserve District 

Lake County Forest Preserve District 

Exhibit No. t/ rt/ () 



LAKE COUNTY FOREST PRESERVE DISTRICT 
GREEN FLEET POLICY 

OetobeF 2997Revised November 2009 

Policy Purpose 

This policy is part of the District's effotis to meet ambient air quality standards, reduce the fleet's 
petroleum use and impact on the environment, and control fleet costs. It is the intent of this policy to 
1) procure and maintain the necessary vehicles and equipment to allow employees to perform their job 
functions, in an economically responsible manner; 2) operate vehicles and equipment economically 
and with safety to employees and to the public; and 3) reduce greenhouse gas emissions by improving 
the energy efficiency of its fleet.: and 4) manage the fleet in a manner that will require the least amount 
of expansion, and where possible, to reduce the number of vehicles and pieces of equipment operated 
by the District. 

With age and new technology celiain existing vehicles and equipment may become obsolete with 
regard to newer vehicles and equipment that provide improved productivity and economy it is 
desirable to replace all gasoline and diesel powered vehicles with alternative fuel!technology powered 
vehicles and to purchase only alternative fuel!technology powered vehicles when available. With age 
the frequency of breakdowns generally accelerates leading to reduced productivity due to vehicle and 
equipment unavailability, as well as increased cost to repair and maintain. 

This policy applies to the purchase and lease of all licensed over the road vehicles and equipment--
light-duty Alternative Fuel, Gasoline, Hybrid-Electric and all Sport Utility and Four-Wheel Drive 
vehicles; and light, medium and heavy duty tnlcks. 

Green Fleet Policy 

SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION 

1. The District actively seeks ways in which to conserve energy resources and substantially reduce 
emissions that adversely impact global climate change, including investigation, cost-benefit 
analysis, and application of altemative and renewable energy technologies. 

-hLThe District recognizes that energy use associated with the operation of its motor vehicle fleet 
affects local air quality and results in greenhouse gas emissions. 

;hLThe District recognizes that it has a role to play in improving local air quality and reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by improving the energy efficiency of its fleet and reducing emissions 
from fleet operations. 

I 



~~ The District recognizes that by improving the energy efficiency of its fleet, it will be reducing 
emissions, improving local air quality, and it is expected that monetary savings will result in the 
long term. 

4.LThe District desires to ensure that purchases and the expenditure of public funds are made in a 
manner consistent with the policy of improving local air quality and reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

5. The District desires to establish a "Green Fleet" policy addressing the management, operation and 
procurement of fleet vehicles in order to improve the energy efficiency of its fleet and reduce 
emissions from its fleet. 

SECTION 2 DEFINITIONS 

1. "Passenger Vehicle" means any motor vehicle designed primarily for the transportation of persons 
and having a design capacity of seven (7) persons or less. This category includes sedans, 
minivans, passenger vans and small pick-up trucks. Minimally acceptable mileage: 16 mpg 
city/20 mpg highwav. Must also meet or exceed LEV standard. 

2. "Light Duty Truck" means any motor vehicle licensed for use on roadways with a manufacturer's 
gross vehicle weight rating of 6,000 pounds or less, and which is designed primarily for purposes 
of transportation of prope1iy or is a derivative of such a vehicle, or is available with special 
features enabling off-street or off-highway operation and use. Minimally acceptable mileage: 15 
mpg city/I 8 mpg highway. Must also meet or exceed LEV standard. 

3. "Medium Duty Vehicle" means any motor vehicle licensed for use on roadways with a 
manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating of 14,000 pounds or less, and which is not a light-duty 
truck or passenger vehicle. Minimally acceptable mileage: 12 mpg cityl15 mpg highway. Must 
also meet or exceed LEV standard. 

4. "Heavy Duty Vehicle" means any motor vehicle licensed for use on roadways with a 
manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating greater than 14,000 pounds. 

5. "Zero-Emission Vehicle" means (i) any motor vehicle that produces zero exhaust emissions of all 
criteria pollutants, as defined by 35 Illinois Administrative Code §241.104under any and all 
possible operational modes and conditions, or (ii) any vehicle that has been certified as a Zero
Emission Vehicle (ZEV). 

6. "Inherently Low Emission Vehicle" means any motor vehicle that meets or exceeds the standards 
set forth in 35 Illinois Administrative Code §241.1 04 for Inherently Low Emission Vehicles 
(ILEV). 

7. "Ultra Low Emission Vehicle" means any motor vehicle that meets or exceeds the standards set 
f01ih in 35 Illinois Administrative Code §241.1 04 for Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV). 

8. "Low Emission Vehicle" means any motor vehicle that meets or exceeds the standards set forth in 
35 Illinois Administrative Code §241.104 for Low Emission Vehicles (LEV). 
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9. "Electric Drivetrain Vehicle" means any vehicle that employs an electric drivetrain and motor as 
its primary means of motive force. The vehicle can be powered by fuel cells, electric batteries, 
petroleum- or altematively-fueled electric generators, or any combination thereof. 

10. "Altemative Fuel" means any fuel that is substantially non-petroleum in nature, is not gasoline or 
diesel, and is defined as an altemative fuel by the U.S. Department of Energy tln'ough the 
authority granted by the Energy Policy Act of 1992. 

11. "Bi-Fuel Vehicle" means any motor vehicle designed to operate on two (2) fuels, one of which is 
an altemative fuel, but not on a mixture of fuels. 

12. "Life Cycle Cost Analysis" means the analysis for replacement of vehicles and equipment based 
on mileage/hours, age, condition, repair and maintenance cost, reliability, and auction value, as 
well as energy efficiency and productivity improvement. 

SECTION 3 FLEET INVENTORIES 

1. In order to establish a baseline of data so that the "Green Fleet" policy can be established, 
implemented and monitored, the designated fleet manager shall develop an inventOlY and analysis 
ofthe fleet vehicles. This inventory shall include: 

a. Number of vehicles classified by the model year, make, model, engine size, vehicle 
identification number (YIN), and drivetrain type (2-wheel drive, 4-wheel drive), and the 
rated vehicle weight and classification (light-duty, medium-duty, heavy-duty); 

b. Miles per gallon (or gallon equivalent) per vehicle; 
c. Type offuel (or power source, e.g., electricity) used; 
d. Average cost per gallon (or gallon equivalent) offuel; 
e. Average fuel cost per mile; 
f. Annual miles driven per vehicle; 
g. Total fuel (or power) consumption per vehicle; 
h. Vehicle function (i.e. the tasks associated with the vehicle's use); 
i. Estimated emissions per mile for each pollutant by vehicle type/class based on the federal 

table of EPA tailpipe standards for the following: Carbon Monoxide (CO), Nitrogen Oxides 
(NOx), and Pmiiculate Matter (PM). 

j. Estimated emissions of Carbon Dioxide (C02) based on gallons (or gallon equivalent) offuel 
consumed using the federal EPA table for each type of fuel. 

SECTION 4 GREEN FLEET POLICIES 

1. It shall be the policy of the District to seek and implement ways to conserve energy resources and 
substantially reduce emissions that adversely impact global climate change, including 
investigation, cost-benet It analysis, and application of alternative and renewable energy 
teclmologies. 

-hLIt shall be the policy of the District to purchase the most energy efficient vehicles possible that 
meet the operational needs for which the vehicles are intended. 
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~LIt shall be the policy of the District to manage and operate its fleet in a manner that is energy 
efficient and minimizes emissions. 

M~It shall be the policy of the District that replacement vehicles shall be alternative fuel/technology 
powered when possible and practical. Replacement equipment shall be alternative 
fuel/technology powered when possible and practical. The vehicle type and size will be 
determined by the intended use with primary considerations given to economy, utility, capacity, 
safety and the environment. The District's fleet and equipment shall be standardized, when 
possible, to keep maintenance costs lower and to be able to stock fewer parts. 

14.5. When purchasing All gasoline-powered vehicles, purchased must be flexible fuel or fuel efficient 
hybrid vehicles will be considered when available For this purpose, "flexible fuel vehicles" are 
automobiles or light trucks that operate on either gasoline or E-85 (85% ethanol, 15% gasoline) 
fuel and "fuel efficient hybrid vehicles" are automobiles or light trucks that use a gasoline or 
diesel engine and an electric motor to provide power and gain at least a 20% increase in combined 
US-EPA city-highway fuel economy over the equivalent or similar gas only convent.ionally 
powered model. When evaluating potential use of "flexible fuel vehicles", the energy, emissions, 
water use and other environmental impacts used to produce the ethanol will be considered. 

L-AII diesel-powered vehicles purchased must be bio-diesel fuel vehicles, when available, and be 
certified by the manufacturer to run on 20% bio-diesel (B20) fuel. When evaluating potential use 
of bio-diesel fuel, the energy, emissions, water use and other environmental impacts used to 
produce the bio-diesel fuel will be considered. 

6.LA Life Cycle Cost Analysis shall be completed for all vehicles purchased or considered for 
purchase. This Life Cycle Cost Analysis will be considered in recommending the purchase of 
altemate fuel and hybrid vehicles. (See Section 2.12) 

+'LThe District shall monitor and measure the cost of energy expenditures for the vehicle fleet, 
adjusting for inflation and relative to the baseline data established for year 2007 in the fleet 
inventory taken in Section 3 above. 

&2"",The District shall monitor and measure the emission of carbon dioxide (C02) fi-om its vehicle 
fleet relative to the baseline data established for year 2007 in the fleet inventory taken in Section 3 
above. 

Fuels and vehicles that satisfy policy requirements. The Clean Air Act defines a clean fuel as any 
power source on which a vehicle is certified to meet federal Clean Fuel Vehicle (CFV) emissions 
standards. Clean fuels include altemative fuels, oxygenated fuels, reformulated gasoline (RFG) and 
conventional gasoline. A CFV is a vehicle that is certified to Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) standards 
or better, and operates on the fuel to which the vehicle was certified as a LEV. 

Sport Utility and Four-Wheel Drive Vehicles. In order to discourage the purchase or lease ofSUV's 
and four-wheel drive trucks, each department seeking to purchase or lease either SUV's or four-wheel 
drive trucks must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Executive Director that the vehicle is required 
to perform an essential function. If it is so demonstrated, priority consideration shall be given to the 
purchase of an altemative fuel or hybrid sp0l1s utility vehicle or four-wheel drive vehicle. 
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Vehicles exempt from policy requirements. Law enforcement and emergency vehicles are exempt 
from the policy requirements. The Executive Director may detelmine that celiain vehicle procurements 
are exempt fi'om this Policy based on intended use or other reasonable considerations such as health 
and safety of Illinois citizens. 

SECTION 5 GREEN FLEET POLICY STRATEGIES 

_I._In order to accomplish the goals stated in Section 4 above, the District shall modifY procurement 
procedures, implement policies, conduct reviews, and take other actions as outlined in sub
sections (2) through (+2) below. 

2. Annually review the vehicle and equipment replacement schedules, along with any requests for 
additions to the fleet, in an attempt to reduce the number of fleet units operated by the District to 
the lowest level required to meet operational demands. 

+'3. Annually rotate vehicles within the fleet in order to achieve the most efficient use of District 
resources and to maximize each vehicle's value at time of auction. 

*'LInclude a minimum efficiency standard in miles per gallon for each vehicle class for which the 
District has a procurement specification, and include such a standard in any vehicle procurement 
specification. 

~~Include a minimum emissions standard for each vehicle class for which the District has a 
procurement specification, and include such a standard in any vehicle procurement specifications. 
This emission standard shall be based on Illinois EPA designations of LEV, ILEV, ULEV, and 
ZEV. 

LhLReview all vehicle procurement specifications and modifY them as necessary to ensure that the 
specifications are written in a manner flexible enough to allow the purchase of altematively fueled 
or electric drivetrain vehicles. 

~LReview every vehicle purchase request to ensure that the vehicle class to which the requesting 
vehicle belongs is appropriate for the duty requirements that the vehicle is intended to perfOlm. 

6,LReview the fleet inventory taken in Section 3 above to identifY older vehicles that are 
disproportionately inefficient, and schedule their replacement. 

7. Implement an incentive program for District employees to drive efficiently and utilize efficient 
vehicle operating teehniq:1cs. 

SECTION 6 MONITORING OF THE GREEN FLEET POLICY 
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1. A Green Fleet Review Committee shall be appointed in order to ensure compliance with the goals 
outlined in Section 4 and to monitor the policy strategies outlined in Section 5. The Executive 
Director shall appoint the members to this committee, with one representative from each ofthese 
Departments: Administration, Finance, Planning, COHser'lntioH nnel De'.elepmeHt and 
Operations and Public Safety. The Execlltive Director sllall designate an employee of tile 
Operations and Public Safety Department as tile Fleet Manager wllo Director of Operations and 
Public Safety will be responsible for oversight of the vehicle fleet. 

I 2. On an annual basis, tile desigHllted fleet manager shall sllbmit a Green Fleet P1aH-Report, 
detailing how vehicle procurement, fleet operations, and employee travel activity are intended to 
conform to the Green Fleet Policy and the Green Fleet Strategies outlined in Section 5, will be 
presented to the Finance. Administrative and Revenue Committee. The reROli Green Fleet Plan 
shall also include, as an appendix, an updated fleet vehicle inventory, list in the same format as 
ilie fleet velliele inventory. 

3. The fleet manager shall 1) maintain accurate computerized records on purchasing, maintenance 
costs, parts costs, accidental costs, fuel costs, labor costs and walTanty reimbursements, for 
analysis and management repOlis; 2) inspect and repair fleet vehicles to ensure they are safe to 
operate, functional and economical for their intended use; and 3) recommend the replacement and 
disposition of vehicles and equipment as deemed necessary. 

SECTION 7 .AIR POLLUTION ACTION DAYS 

1. On days designated by the State of Illinois as an Air Pollution Action Day, the Director of 
Operations and Public Safety will notify the Executive Director and all Department Directors of 
this designation. 

2. Once notified, the Department Directors will be responsible for limiting the driving of District 
employees to trips that are deemed to be of critical operational impOliance. 

3. Fueling of vehicles on designated days will be avoided if practical. 

Adopted: ____ , 20072, 
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